Influence of viscoelastic and viscous absorption on ultrasonic wave propagation in cortical bone: Application to axial transmission.
Cortical bone and the surrounding soft tissues are attenuating and heterogeneous media, which might affect the signals measured with axial transmission devices. This work aims at evaluating the effect of the heterogeneous acoustic absorption in bone and in soft tissues on the bone ultrasonic response. Therefore, a two-dimensional finite element time-domain method is derived to model transient wave propagation in a three-layer medium composed of an inhomogeneous transverse isotropic viscoelastic solid layer, sandwiched between two viscous fluid layers. The model couples viscous acoustic propagation in both fluid media with the anisotropic viscoelastic response of the solid. A constant spatial gradient of material properties is considered for two values of bone thicknesses (0.6 and 4 mm). In the studied configuration, absorption in the surrounding fluid tissues does not affect the results, whereas bone viscoelastic properties have a significant effect on the first arriving signal (FAS) velocity. For a thin bone, the FAS velocity is governed by the spatially averaged bone properties. For a thick bone, the FAS velocity may be predicted using a one-dimensional model.